Give your hidden gems their own shelf

For many institutions, preservation sits as a next-year priority. Make 2024 preservation year.

Introducing Rosetta Plus
The only solution that allows you to give users secure access to the library’s unique collections and demonstrate the value of your assets

Secure in a few clicks
Manage your digital collections and secure them by default, in the context of one system

Leverage expert knowledge
Benefit from a decade of experience refining preservation workflows

Contribute to research
Put your digital materials at the forefront and take an active role in research

What Rosetta Plus offers:
- Preserved-by-default settings
- OAIS and PREMIS standard compliance
- Cloud-hosted storage and applications
- Integration with Ex Libris’ Alma
- Integration with Ex Libris’ Primo
- Integrated DAM and DP workflows
- Ongoing format risk analysis
- Metadata authenticity check
- Access rights management
- Usage analytics

Why combine DAM and DP?
Read the brochure
Rosetta Plus will be available in the second half of 2024
See how Rosetta Plus works, from deposit to delivery
Get introduced to the tech behind the curtain. See how Rosetta combines digital asset management and preservation workflows in one system.

Standard DAM and DP workflows with Rosetta Plus